By Holly Trainor
As you all know every two
years Bosmere children, staff
and parents all come together
and participate in Superstars.
In this report we are going to
tell you about the different
events and things that
happened during the week of
Superstars.
MONDAY
On Monday many people were
very nervous and excited.
Throughout the day lots of
preparations by the staff were
being made. Before the usual
end of day children were
allowed to go and change into
something more appropriate
for there events. For example
in hold that bowl it would have
been sensible to wear
waterproof clothing or dark
clothing. However if you chose
to wear light (see-through)
clothing you would have found
out there was a problem! All
went well on Monday and there
were some very high scores
creeping on to the score
board.
MID WEEK
Everyone was waiting for the
most popular event in
superstars - target marbles…
no…towering inferno…no…its
SPLAT THE STAFF! It was

said that Miss Smallman
had make up running
down her face after
being drenched by
her class. There were
high scores on all of
the class boards.
Batty bowling was a tough
event however and it was very
hard to score a ten. Everyone
taking part was very thankful
to the parents who came in and
helped with the events. The
tuck shop was very popular
and by Thursday most of the
stock had been engulfed by the
very hungry children.
SPLAT THE STAFF
Most of the teachers were
completely worn out at the
shock of being splatted with a
wet sponge. Thank you to our
Lovely Office Ladies for
helping out and organising the
amazing activity - which no
doubt the children loved. It was
alleged that after being soaked
by the children in 6B, Mrs.
Barnard went home sopping
wet and relaxed in a warm bath
with a big bar of chocolate!
Now the teachers are only just
recovering and all children are
carrying on with their usual
work. Thank you to all the
teachers, but especially Mr.
Bowker for organising the
brilliant event!!

